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- Tuesday 6th October-Assembly
Get hooked on fishing

On Wednesday at River Side Park.

We went fishing they taught us how to cast, what a bale arm is, only take what you need, and put the little ones back. Maths was involved adding and subtracting was two we learned how to measure fishes we also learned how to measure and to compare sizes. In literacy we had to have our thinking caps on, we had to listen to what the person was saying, we had to do a lot of writing and looking at videos.

And my highlights was seeing the man with the eels, learning how to cast and seeing how old a fish is.

Sam.

I learnt how to tell the age of a fish by the rings in its ears also how to measure a fish with a ruler, how to read tables and the parts of a rod.

I learnt In maths how to measure a fish with a ruler or measuring tape also reading the tables

Ebony
Assembly

At the monthly assembly on Tuesday 2nd September, Tariq was recognised as Student of the Month; for his display of maturity during the previous month and Bill was awarded the Academic Achievement Award for his improvement in Literacy. All students who attended the Lake Keepit Camp gained a citizenship award for their exemplary behaviour while at camp.

Camp

At camp there was a giant swing. We had to wear a harness and a helmet. We were clipped in on the swing because it went up really high. People pulled us up on the rope and we then pulled the red string to release us. And we swung for two minutes. It was scary and fun. I did it three times. It was the best thing at camp.

Ebony
Book Week Parade

Friday, 4th September was the Book Week Parade. There was an excellent turn up of parents and guardians and a huge range of characters, ranging from Thea Stilton and Dr Doolittle to Cal and an angry ladybird. There were even two Harry Potters present!

Term 4 begins on Tuesday 6th October.